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About this report
We have audited the first ten Wishlist apps in the Shopify app store at the time for UI/UX elements that

we have checked by using the apps demo stores in their listings.  This report has only used what we
could see in the demo stores and any points that we have found or made was just from the time we

checked and does not mean the apps do have those issues but how they were showcased in the demo
stores is how we made out findings.

 So the information in Ithis report on how these apps function is only from those demo stores provided
and which should be fully functional as we found from a recent survey that most people view these to

check apps out first.   So this report will not only check out how the apps function but also how well they
have been set up in the demo stores to showcase them.  One app failed badly and so has a low score
but it does not mean that that app does not function less than the other ones.  Some of the guidelines

here are more important than others but there are a few that should be on all apps. 
Each app was given a score on how we felt they achieved or didn't on each guideline.
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Wishlist icon
placement 

The placement of the Wishlist
icon which is normally a heart
shape and normally found on
collection pages should be easily
seen so that a visitor can easily
identify it  The best place for
these icons is under the products  
image near to the  products
name and price.

 

 
On this example app demo store the Wishlist icon is

transparent,  so unless you know that there is an icon there or
by hovering over it the user would have clue. Once selected it

does turn pink.

These apps have added the icon over the product's image,
which is fine for a white background, but if the product has a

colour like that of the icon, it would be hard to see.  On
mobile, the experience is made worse 

 

Only 30% of the tested
 apps did this well

Guideline 1 Stats Observations

Overall Score
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Here we can see issues when the icon is added next to the
product price which in the second product in this example it

gets pushed down a line and this inconsistent layout will cause
a distraction for the user.

 

Here we can see that these two apps have added the icons
below the image and are on separate lines so as not to interfere

with any other content.  It is easy to find and select.

Only 30% of the tested
 apps did this well

Guideline 1 Stats Observations

Overall Scores



30%

Product added
response
 

When a user clicks on a Wishlist
icon it should be clear that this
action ha been taken with the
item added to the list. 
 

Only 30% of the tested
 apps did this well

Guideline 2 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

 In these two examples, the apps have an animation when a user selects
a product to add to the wish list which makes it perfectly clear that it

has been added which is better than just an icon colour change.
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Product
removed
response
 

 

Not only should you make it clear
that a product has been added to
a list but you should also make it
clear when it has also been
removed as well.
 
.
 

20% of apps demo
stores completely failed

at this

Guideline 3 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

This app didn't allow us to remove a product by clicking the icon!
Most other apps just had the icons colour change which unlike the

adding of a product didn't make it as clear that it had been deselected.

This app showed a text box when a product had been added and removed
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Indication of
products saved
with top bar icon 
 
 
 

When an item has been added to
the Wishlist it should also be
reflected in the icon in the
header like what you would
expect when items have been
added to a cart.
 

Only 40% of the tested
 apps did this well

Guideline 4 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

When a product has been saved to a wishlist it needs to show that
there are saved products in the icon in the main header and even

better the number of products saved like that you would find on the
cart icon.

Some that have a floating sidebar widget show the item count on
this but we recommend not to use these.
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Sidebar widgets
 
 
 

Apps that use a widget that
appears along the side of the
screen are not needed and will
cause a distraction for a user and
possible friction as they can
cover important elements of a
site.
 

 70% of apps did not
have this feature added

Guideline 5 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Sidebar floating widgets in our opinion are only there for the apps and
not for the UX of site visitors as they are not the most important feature
on a site and they will cause distraction as they scroll plus cause friction
as they can and do cover up elements of a site especially on mobile as in

the bottom example.   So you should have an option not to show these
when using an app that has one.
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Add all to cart
option 
 

So once products have been
added to a list a user should be
able to then add them all to the
cart in a click of a button if they
wish too

Only 10% of the tested
 apps had this feature

Guideline 6 Stats Observations

Overall Scores Only one of the apps tested to let the user add all the products saved in
a wishlist to the cart if they wanted to save them friction by offering
this simple feature.  Lots had removed all buttons.  Users would have

had to add each item one by one and some apps would redirect users to
the cart each time a product was added. This will cause a lot of friction

for the user.    
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Clear when a
product or
variant has is
added already
 

On the product page it should be
clear to the user that a product
or more importantly that a
variant of  a product has been
added.  users should be able to
add variants separately e.g. if
they want to add two different
colours.
 

Only 40% of the tested
 apps did this very well

Guideline 7 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

When a user has added a product or variant to the list it
should clearly state this but we found some apps would

show that all variants had been added to the cart.  Perhaps a
user wants to buy save the same product for later in two

different sizes and colours and not being able to do this will
cause them friction.

.
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Ability to add
Variants
 

The visitor should be able to add
different variants of the same
product to the Wishlist as they
may want both options or haven't
decided yet so should be able to
compare them later.
 
 

 60% of the tested
 apps did not have this

ability

Guideline 8 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

When an app does let the user add different variants to the wishlist it
should clearly show them on the main wishlist page.

This app had a sidebar widget that would show the variants but on the
main wishlist page, it did not show these.
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Ability to add
Variants
 

60% of the tested
 apps did not have this

ability
 

Guideline 8 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

 Here we can see that this app has the option to add multiple
variants to the wishlist as in the bottle sizes but this would be good

for people who wanted to save different colours of a top for
example if they couldn't decide at the exact moment.
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Ability to
Compare
products in a list
 

Like carts some people will use
the Wishlist's to save products to
compare later so making it clear
the basic product details is a
good idea
 
 

Only 40% of apps had
this feature

Guideline 9 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Even though a wishlist app isn't a compare feature a lot of users will
use these to compare products that they have saved in the lists and
so it should show the basic info like price, size  and colour if they let

variants be saved 
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Multiple lists 
 

Letting users save to different
lists can be of a benefit to some
stores as user might want to only
share some products e.g. a
birthday list. Out of the 10 apps
we have reviewed here only two
offered a save to multiple lists. 

Only 30% of the tested
 apps had this feature

Guideline 10 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Only three apps let the user save to multiple lists which for
most stores won't be an issue but for large inventory stores a

user might want to save multiple lists
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Ease of use to
add a product to
different lists

Apps with multiple lists should
make it easy to add to each list
as easy as possible without to
much friction.

Only 1 app did this above
average

Guideline 11 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

But we found that even when the apps did provide this function
they caused too much friction when adding to lists. one would make

you select a list each time and would be good to predefine which
list to save to and another app would only save to the last list made. 
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Guest
option 
 

 

 Like with a checkout system if a
user is forced to make an
account for no good reason they
are not likely to complete the
task. So offering a guest option
to add products to the Wishlist is
vital.
 

 All the apps apart from
one let us add products

as a guest.

Guideline 12 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Only one app failed on this important feature but we expect this is
more down to the poor quality of the apps deme store.

90%
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Share as guest
 

Users should be able to share the
lists via social media, email etc  
 This helps with getting the
stores products promoted , helps
other people find and buy
products and helps users to
come back later to buy.

40% of apps did not
have this feature

Guideline 13 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Another vital function that a wishlist app should offer is the ability
for guest users to be able to share their lists to social media email
etc.  A shared list might mean a sale at a later date or by someone

else.  Making a user sign-in is the same as making the make an
account to check out and will put many off
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Does it integrate
into the site well 
 

The Wishlist needs to integrate
with the stores design and not
look out of place with a popup
that is too narrow  and cause
navigation issues or loads slow
with a spinning icon.
 
 

3 apps preformed well
below average

Guideline 14 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Any app should make the user think that it's all part of a seamless part of
the website but we found some with popups that wouldn't allow for a user
to scroll down without having to use the keyboard and content that was in

a narrow popup.   The apps that made a page open up caused a lot less
friction to the user.
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Store demo
available
 

Potential app users will want to
see you app in action and the
store demos are a way to do this
by promoting how your app
works.
They should show all the possible
settings available on higher plans
too but be clear that not all are
available on lower plans.
 
 
 

Only 20% of apps got full
marksfor this

Guideline 15 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

All the apps tested in this test had a store demo. but one demo was
basically unusable

But there are some apps with no demo store which won't let a
potential user try the app.  these demo stores are often the first
way to show what the apps can do but some app devs have put

little effect into these unfortunately 
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Free Trial
 
 

Offering a free trial period and
for Wishlist's preferable a longer
time than two weeks as this not
only give the store owner time  to
see how the app works but also
the stores visitors a chance to
save Wishlist's meaning the store
owner is less likely to delete the
app.
 
 
 
 

50/50 on free trials and
length

Guideline 16 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Offering a free trial period for potential is a great way to get an
app added to a store.

For these wishlist apps as seeing how it could potentially
benefit the user it is better to have a login trial period than

most other apps 
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ALT tags
 
 
 

Alt tags need to be added to all
element's of the app for the
search engines to know what
they are and to help people who
are visually impaired.
 
 
 
 
 

Only 2 of the tested
 apps had  alt tags on all

element's

Guideline 17 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

Ada compliance is becoming more important these
days so the elements of the app should have alt tags added to

them which will also benefit the search engines.  3 apps had no alt
tags and only two had all the elements with alt tags. 
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Mobile view
 

The apps need to work well on
mobile as well as desktop.  More
often people view on a mobile
device but then come back later
to buy on desktop.
 
 
 

Only 1 app had an great
mobile experience

Guideline 18 Stats Observations

Overall Scores

As we all know most people will use their mobiles these days
to view websites so the apps not only have to look great on desktop but

more importantly for these apps they need to work great on mobile
because people are more likely to view on mobile and then buy later on

a desktop device. so having the ability to add to a wishlist is more
important.
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Five click
test
 
 

 A good website design helps
people find what they need as
easily as possible with no
distractions and as little friction
as possible.
So we tested each app to see
how many clicks it took to  add
five products to a list and then to
add them all to the cart.
 
 

Only 30% of the tested
apps got a reasonable

score

Guideline 19 Stats Observations

Overall Scores
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Clicks 

The golden rule of an eCommerce site is to make the users journey
from a to b as easy as possible and as straightforward as possible.
But from our test in adding five products to the wishlist and then
trying to buy all these we were amazed at how much hassle this

was.  This caused way too much friction and only one app
performed well in this test with another two at a reasonable

amount.  Two apps didn't function for us to even test this.
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Ease of use of
the app overall
 

Apps need to be easy for a user
to use and should not provide the
site with any distractions or any
more friction needed.
 
 
 

30% preformend well
below average for

overall use

Guideline 20 Stats Observations

Overall Scores As the apps will become part of the site they need to make the users experience as
pleasant as possible. They mustn't cause any distractions, remove trust in the site
and not cause any needed friction than necessary.    All the apps performed well in

some areas but not all and so not one scored above average and three were well
below average.



Conclusion

So as you can see that each app had its plus points plus also negative
points and no app performed well in all guidelines.  Some of these

apps could improve by doing simple tweaks or even just improving the
demo stores which we must remember is a potential user first look at

the apps functioning.
Hopefully, this report will help stores owners see what potential

issues could be and tom help them choose the best app for them. 
 Plus it should hopefully make the apps reviewed to fix these issues to

further improve themselves for not on;y themselves but the stores
that they will be used on.


